TRAMPOLINE ANCHOR KIT
MODEL# 9201AK

PRODUCT MANUAL - VERSION# 04.16.04

STORING DURING OFF SEASON:

Included in this package are:
• 4 Tie Down Straps
• 4 Auger Stakes

1. Examine your trampoline thoroughly.
Look for damaged or rusted springs,
frayed areas on the pad, and bent or
twisted frame pieces. If found, cease
using trampoline and call customer
service to obtain replacement part(s).

1. Take the LARGE LOOP on the strap and
place it under both the “W” shaped leg base
bar and over the top rail of the trampoline.
NEVER place this loop on only one section,
as this will cause the leg base to separate
from the top rail assembly in windy
conditions and damage your trampoline.

STEP 1

2. Place the end of the large strap through
the buckle. Thread the strap first through
the opening in the center, and then back
down through the toothed opening. Adjust
the tension on the strap end using the
sliding piece on the buckle.

2. Attach this anchor kit.
3. For additional protection, cover your
trampoline with a Trampoline Cover
(sold separately).
NOTE:
This Anchor Kit is only meant to assist
in keeping your trampoline secure in
low to moderate winds.

3. Tighten the strap until it is secure by
cinching it around the top rail and Leg Base.
4. Select a suitable location near each Leg
Base to install the auger stakes. Do not
install in mud, dry soil, sand, frozen or
extremely rocky ground. Screw the auger
end down into the ground safely.

STEP 2

NOTE:
Depending on soil consistency, you may
need to use a tool placed through the “eye’
in the stake to assist in rotating the piece.
Once the auger stake is securely in place,
put the end of the SMALL LOOP through the
“eye” in the top of the stake and secure
using the instructions in Step 2 and Step 3.

STEP 3

If the soil under your trampoline is of
insufficient consistency, or if you live
in an area which experiences high
winds and/or high wind gusts, an
anchor kit may not provide sufficient
protection. In these cases, Pure Fun
recommends that you disassemble
your trampoline and safely store it
during severe weather.
PARTS INFO:
To order these parts, or if you have
any other questions or concerns
about this GQBrands product, please
contact us at: PureFun.net

STEP 4

WARNING/ADVERTENCIA
• Before installation, contact your local
utility officials to make sure there are
no underground utilities (electrical,
gas, phone, water or sprinkler) where
you will be driving the auger stakes.

• This product must be

installed by Adults ONLY.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
GQBrands.com
CustomerService@GQBrands.com
1-866-498-5269
4009 Distribution Dr, Suite 240
Garland, TX 75041

